2019-2020 Pricing Structure
This information is supplemental
to the three Programs on the website
www.suswb.ca.

Contact Person: Sue Stephenson, Executive Director
(tel.) 647-400-2801 (email) SueStephenson@suswb.ca

There are three programs described below from which to choose:
• Six Week Funshop (plus Comedy Showcase)
• One Day Funshop
• Summer or March Break Funshop

A) Six Week Funshop + Comedy Showcase
This direct-to-student model involves stand-up comedian coaches collaborating as “visiting
artists” over nine contact points in the project - six weeks (once a week for about an hour)
with all of the students and then two visits for preparing only the students going forward, and
then the culminating Comedy Showcase.
The classroom teacher plays an organizer and observer role in the classroom but is not an
active participant during the classroom visits. Teachers have a key connecting role to play
between the classroom visits to keep the project moving.
The fee is dependent on the number of classes (up to a maximum of 3 in one day):
Number of
Classes

One Comedian

Two Comedians (recommended)

New School

Repeating School

New School

Repeating School

One class

$1400

$1200

$2000

$1800

Two classes

$1700

$1500

$2500

$2300

Three
classes

$2000

$1800

$3000

$2800

• Schools are required to print copies of the consumable Student Playbook for each student
(digital copy provided free of charge) or purchase copies at a price of $2.00 each (shipping
extra).
• We are flexible and can work with you to plan other timeframes that suit your school.
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B) One Day Funshop
This model is designed with smaller schools in mind and schools who cannot commit the time
to the Six Week Funshop program.
The One Day Comedy Funshop introduces specific components and skills from the Six Week
Program condensed into one day. Think of it as a field trip inside the classroom involving
stand-up comedians collaborating as “visiting artists” who spend an entire day with the class,
taking students through a jam-packed course on the positive outcomes of writing and
performing stand-up comedy. Essentially, the classroom is transformed into a writer's room, a
comedy club, and an open and judgment-free learning space, all in one day.

One Comedian

Two Comedians (recommended)

$500

$1000

• Comedian(s) interact with one class per day
• Schools are also required to print copies of the consumable Student Playbook for each
student (digital copy provided free of charge) or purchase copies at a price of $2.00 each
(shipping extra).

C) Summer or March Break Funshop
To become a a host site and discuss details, please contact Sue Stephenson. More details
will be available in spring of 2019.
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